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The Specifications

Intro

Recording electric guitar well can be impractical, require significant 
experience and feel unnatural. Firstly you have the size and cost of different 
cabinets and microphones, you may not have access to a good sounding 
room, or be able to crank the volume up when inspiration strikes. 

Experience is required in microphone selection and positioning in order 
to capture the sound well. Amp sims have come a long way, and help 
guitarists get a good sound while avoiding some of these problems, but 
speak to guitarists and many will tell you it doesn’t feel quite right.    
   

General purpose audio interfaces miss key features required by guitarists 
-- a great sounding guitar input, a re-amp output and enough stability at 
low latency to use amp sims reliably and have them feel natural.

A number of manufacturers have released guitar centric audio interfaces, 
but we found they lacked flexibility, sound quality and stability. For example 
- the interface may have a DI input but not provide mic preamps - making 
it impossible to plug in a microphone and record acoustic guitar, vocals or 
you favourite hardware amp. Others fail to provide enough channels to be 
able re-amp and listen to the result simultaneously.



Objectives

With Sono we set out to provide the ultimate interface for recording guitar, 
whilst not neglecting the fundamentals that make up a feature-rich and 
complete audio interface. These include great mic pres, high quality AD/DA 
conversion, the option to expand the number of inputs (for recording a whole 
band), and flexibility with monitoring and cue mixes. All while giving stable 
low latency performance.

Importantly we did not set out to replace the guitarist’s entire rig, instead 
ensuring it’s flexible enough to work with a guitarist’s existing setup and 
workflows. 

These have normally been carefully selected and optimised and can change 
based on use, whether jamming at home, recording or playing live. We 
wanted to enable users to pick and choose which parts of the integrated 
guitar channel they use and how they use it

A key objective was to ensure that Sono provided the responsiveness and 
‘feel’ of playing through a guitar amp with a mix-ready tone straight from the 
interface, whilst simultaneously minimising the amount of base-engineering 
skill they need to feel they can start recording quickly.  Thus making sure the 
the device was simple and approachable enough for those just entering the 
world of recording.

One of the biggest aims of Sono was to provide customisation and choice 
where many guitarists lack - access to different recording environments, an 
expensive microphone collection and multiple guitar cabs.



Key features

If there is one technology that is inextricably linked to guitar amplifiers, it is 
valves (tubes). They provide a tone and dynamic responsiveness that is 
familiar and just feels right to guitarists. For that reason we designed a high-
voltage 12AX7 based valve preamp stage to provide the front end of the 
guitar channel. The preamp design also integrates an analogue 3-band tone-
control - with carefully tuned frequencies specifically for guitar.

The valve stage feeds into our pristine analogue to digital conversion and then 
is passed over to the on-board power amp and cabinet simulation powered 
by Two notes Torpedo processing. Making it possible to select different 
cabinets and microphones to reproduce the sound of playing through a wide 
variety of cab and mic combinations such as a  clean 2x12 or a 4x12 rock. This 
technology, paired with the versatile preamp stage is key to getting a tone 
that is ready for mixing straight away.

The key to giving the natural responsiveness to the guitarist was to use on-
board DSP processing rather than off-loading it to the host computer. This is 
a more expensive approach, but it allows us to guarantee stable low-latency 
monitoring no matter how powerful the computer or the size of the DAW 
project. If instead we had used host-based processing the latency would vary 
from computer-to-computer and we could not guarantee the natural feel.
 
We always feel it is important to help users get recording as quickly as possible 
to avoid losing a moment of inspiration - for that reason we made it possible 
to store three Torpedo presets in Sono that can be quickly loaded by pressing 
the CAB button.

Another key feature for guitarists is re-amping. This technique is commonly 
used to allow a recorded guitar track to be re-processed through guitar 
pedals, or re-recorded through a mic’ed up amp.

Sono also includes two of Audient’s renowned console mic pres which have 
a clean musical character, which makes them very versatile. We also provide 
some creative flexibility here by making it possible to route mic preamp 1 
through the valve and/or CAB processing - providing more creative options 
for recording vocals or synths for example.

The unit provides a pristine low-latency monitoring path - with a simple and 
intuitive monitor mix hardware knob allowing the user to blend between the 
live inputs on the unit and the output of their computer. Sono also integrates 
Audient’s high-power class-AB headphone amplifier, which will comfortably 
drive headphones from 16-600 Ohms.

For power-users it is also possible to activate the full software-controlled mixer 
for fine grained control and independent mixes for engineer and artist. The 
software controlled mixer comes in particularly handy when making use of 
the optical input on Sono. This input accepts S/PDIF or ADAT, and provides up 
to 8 additional inputs when paired with a device such as our ASP800, giving a 
total of 10 channels which allows for full band recordings.

While the unit is primarily designed for recording, we also wanted to make it 
useful away from the recording studio. Therefore it is possible to use the unit 
in stand-alone mode, away from a computer with the three Torpedo presets 
to choose from. This could be in the lounge sat next to the sofa for casual 
practice, or even for small gigs with just guitar and vocals.



Valve guitar preamp

When designing the valve preamp we were focused on achieving a versatile 
sound with the dynamic responsiveness that is so crucial to the feel of playing 
electric guitar. We studied preamps from a wide range of amplifiers and as a 
result were adamant that we would only get that sound and feel by running 
the valve at the voltage they are designed for — greater than 200V. 

Traditionally guitar amps use large, heavy and in-efficient linear power 
supplies to generate these voltages. We wanted to ensure that Sono was 
portable and efficient. It is important to appreciate that unlike power-amp 
valves, preamp valves require very little current. This pointed us towards using 
modern switch-mode power supply designs, of which we tried three different 
approaches over the course of developing Sono. The final design makes 
use of boost-convertors, voltage doublers and capacitance multipliers, and 
careful component placement to deliver a clean, compact and cost-effective 
power-supply to the valve.

We also needed to ensure that the gain staging was easy to use with different 
input levels and EQ settings while making it possible to drive the valves in 
different ways to extract a variety of tones, for this reason we provided two 
independent volume controls - Input and Output.

In all our product designs we are extremely careful when routing high-
impedance signals - such as a guitar input. This is to avoid interference from 
mains hum or digital signals. In most designs this is done by keeping the 
tracks very short, but on Sono the valve preamp and analogue tone controls 
require longer high impedance signal paths. Therefore we made heavy use of 
solid ground planes and guard tracks to compensate.

Design 
Challenges



SilverJen
Vintage Fender® Twin Reverb® 2x12” 

Brit 60A
Marshall® 1960A 4x12 with 

Celestion® G12T-75

BassFlex
Ampeg® Portaflex® B15N

Watt FanC

Voice 65 Jazz120

Tanger 30O Marco

20 Cabs Included

Integration of Two notes 
processing

We wanted to provide the power of Two notes processing through the 
Torpedo Remote Arcade mode. The on-board Sharc processor runs the 
same algorithms found in all the Two notes Torpedo products, and Arcade 
mode provides an intuitive and accessible user interface for finding the right 
tone. This required Audient to integrate the DSP chip into the audio path of 
our interface architecture and work closely with Two notes to add the USB 
control required.



Simplicity with Flexibility

We carefully thought out the signal path of Sono to be intuitive, but not 
restrictive. For example the smart switching of input routing — this turns 
on and off the Two notes Torpedo processing when a guitar is plugged or 
unplugged, but it also allows you to turn it on or off manually by holding down 
the CAB button. This also works for the mic/line input 1, which allows you to 
use an external guitar preamp, and turn on the Torpedo processing while by-
passing Sono’s internal valve preamp.

This is also the case with the the monitor-mix functionality - we provide a 
simple hardware controlled monitor mix, which is ideal most of the time, but 
when more complex mixes are required users can turn on the full software 
controlled monitor mixing functions.

Additionally when re-amping an independent headphone mix is not required 
- therefore we re-use DAC output 3 (which normally feeds the left headphone 
output), and switch the headphones outputs to be fed from the DAC 1+2 - 
which also feed to the speaker outputs. This allows us to use higher quality 
convertors rather than having more lower-cost convertors.

These kind of features are only possible with the tight integration of hardware 
and software that we have designed into Sono.

Sono is a culmination of 2 years of R&D, providing us with both creative and 
technical challenges; challenges we feel pushed us to innovate and come up 
with solutions to help guitarists start recording. We are very proud to release 
Sono and we feel confident that it can help guitarists all around the world start 
recording. 

Stephen Flower,
Designer & Director


